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VISO TRUST is an AI-powered third-party cyber due diligence platform that 
delivers the information your company needs to make critical risk decisions 
at the speed of business.

VISO TRUST empowers your security team effortlessly access risk intelligence  
for unlimited third-party vendors. 

Unlike any other traditional solutions, VISO TRUST completely automates due 
diligence end to end and uses curated artificial intelligence to save everyone  
time and resources. 

How it Works
The platform leverages a collection of industry-leading proprietary artificial 
intelligence services called VISO Oracle, including our core offering: Artifact  
Intelligence, which discovers, classifies, and assesses relevant control information 
in source artifacts that third parties already possess. 

VISO TRUST’s modern approach eliminates the need for manual assessments, 
simplifying engagement with vendors to a matter of minutes. This approach 
delivers high fidelity and actionable intelligence, which is not possible 
with prior methods such as risk ratings or security questionnaires.
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FEATURES

Risk Insights

Gain a comprehensive overview of your 

organization’s cyber risk posture and 

make data-driven decisions to reduce 

risk across third-party relationships.

Reach out for a demo today at visotrust.com

Turnkey Due Diligence

Turnkey Due Diligence simplifies 

an otherwise complex process 

and allows companies to 

effortlessly assess third parties.

Artifact Intelligence

By using curated AI to extract relevant 

insights from artefacts, Document 

Intelligence determines the security 

posture of vendors automatically, 

without any user interaction.
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Artifact Intelligence Delivers 
Accurate Risk Intelligence

Turnkey Due Diligence 
Engages Third Parties

• Leveraging source documents and audit 
reports delivers accurate results 

• An expert team curates assessments using 
AI and document heuristics

• Risk assessments are delivered at the speed of business

• Effortlessly interact with thousands of third parties 

• Third parties can fulfill assessment requests in minutes

• Continually engaging third parties keeps data fresh

“We were spending more than 8 hours in security staff 

time for each vendor relationship, and when you are 

short on time, you miss risks. VISO TRUST has enabled 

us to catch all the risks quickly and to bring that down 

to 30 minutes per relationship. I’d say that’s gold.

James Nelson 

Chief Information Security Officer

Risk Insights Empowers 
Visibility & Action at Scale

• Quickly identify previously unknown 4th party 
relationships with Risk Network Intelligence 

• Complete visibility into your risk posture and 
operations with in-depth dashboards 

• Data-driven actions to support your security 
and risk programsecurity and risk program

Ready to take the leap? 
See VISO TRUST in action.

visotrust.com


